This is not a photograph of a legless wonder, but merely a "camera freak." The photographer caught George Mobley of Yale just as he won the sophomore race at a recent Philadelphia meet.

William A. Clementson, son of Representative and Mrs. Clyde Kemper of Pennsylvania, who won a scholarship to the Cambridge institution for having the highest scholastic record of the graduating class of Eastern High School.

John Sherman of Immaculate Conception School, who has won the title of champion speller in Washington's Catholic schools.

Miss Mary Brower of the Bureau of Standards, an expert who measured four million dollars worth of radium recently. The photograph shows her method of measurement.

The trees of the Capitol grounds.

When it rains in Tokyo. Photograph taken during the funeral of one of Japan's celebrated actors recently. The umbrellas are made of silver paper.

Misses Ros and Yanca Dally, American actresses, with Pearl White, movie star, at the Jockey Club near Paris. The photograph was snapped while they watched the American jockey, Frankie O'Neill, place the winning bet in the Calder.
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Home of the only president of the Confederate states now a boarding house in Memphis, Tenn. Jefferson Davis occupied the house from 1815 to 1840, during the period of reconstruction.

Society girls dancing at gardens near at Brookline, Mass. The Italian garden of the Latte Anderson estate furnished the setting for the dance.

Winds through the pillars of the Capitol.
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